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From the heraldry of the four Hogwarts houses to the extravagant wares of Weasleysâ€™ Wizard

Wheezes, the world of Harry Potter overflows with radiant color. Featuring artwork from the

bestselling Harry Potter Coloring Book, these twenty postcards are filled with intricate illustrations

and elaborate designs used in the making of the Harry Potter films, inviting you to imbue the

wizarding world with color in your own explorations of Hogwarts castle, the Forbidden Forest, and

much more.
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I'll include a silent flip-through video as well as a few sample photos so you can see if this book will

work for you.I enjoy coloring postcards with their fine details and tiny elements. Harry Potter

Postcards also add a bit of fun into the mix. The artwork is based on the first Scholastic Harry Potter

book for adults Ã¢Â€ÂœHarry Potter Coloring BookÃ¢Â€Â• and I appreciate that it is for pulls its

artwork from only one book (unlike the poster coloring book which is a combination of two

books.)While I might have preferred a different mix of designs, the ones includes are good and I will

enjoy coloring them and sending them to just the right family and friends. The designs are sized

down and include many small details. I find that a mix of ultra-fine markers, small nib gel pens and

sharp pointed pencils work best for my coloring.Here is a brief overview of what I found in this set of

postcards:20 Different Harry Potter Postcards with black and white artwork from Ã¢Â€ÂœHarry



Potter Coloring BookÃ¢Â€Â•Printed on one side of heavy weight, slick, white card stockAddress and

stamp areas are defined and printed on the back of the cardPostcards are glue bound but can

easily be removed from the booklet without design lossAlcohol-based markers do not bleed through

this card. I tried several applications of each type and could not get a drop through.Water-based

markers, India ink and gel pens do not bleed through the page.Gel pens take a much longer time to

dry but have beautifully intense color.Coloring pencils are mixed. The colors go on dark and solid

but blending is not good for any soft lead that I have though the wax pencils work the best. Layering

is good. Hard lead pencils make good clear marks and don't dent the back of the page.

I loved this little postcard coloring book. The paper is high quality and tough and sturdy like a

postcard should be. Be warned, this is small because, after all, it is a Postcard. Do not expect a

huge coloring book with this item. The only problem I see is trying to part with the pictures and

sending them to someone else. I want to keep them! Huge 5 stars!

This is awesome Harry Potter coloring book. I have bought all of the series they have made so far (I

think about 5/6) I am still waiting for the pre-ordered, hence why I forget the count. I recommend

these books. Thanks :)

This is the BEST idea ever. Adult coloring meets Harry Potter? What more could I ask for? As a

bonus, these are post cards too! Each page is very thick (typical postcard thickness) and has a

seawing on one side and lines for the recipient address and stamp on the back.Some of the pictures

are depictions from the movie, others are the House crests and others are patterns of Harry Potter

related images. I can't wait to send these to all of my HP friends.

more class A work by Scholastic. Bear in mind these pics will be smaller than others

because...they're postcards!!Very well drawn and detailed.No issues with pages bleeding from one

page to another with no break. Those of you compelled to do so (not I) can rest assured these can

be hung for display OR mailed with the knowledge that mail carriers around the world will remark in

awe at your expertise in coloring.yes. i'm a smarta$$ at times.no offense meant to those of you who

consider that bit of information to be of vital importance. I'm truly sorry if you thought that this was

offensive and an intentional barb thrown in your direction. Nope.It was meant to be a subtle nudge

of assistance.LKC



I have always loved the Harry Potter series and this is amazing to have a coloring book to make the

scenes and charters look the way I felt like they looked when I read the books. If you are into Harry

Potter or you just like detailed coloring books this is for you.

My daughter is 12 and loves to color and loves Harry Potter. Most of the time coloring books are to

easy for her age but this one is perfect, its a bit more complicated and it interests her because it is

Harry Potter. She has had so much fun coloring in this since I got it for her. I love that it is cardstock

paper so it is stronger. I told her when she is done I will laminate them so she can hang them in her

room.

There's a good variety of detailed images, from simpler to more complex -- BUT please be aware

that these are slightly bigger than standard postcard sizes, and depending on your USPS office,

they might not mail them if you only use a postcard stamp.
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